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CSR Report
Imtech is one of the largest technical services providers in 

the UK & Ireland. Our turnover in 2019 was £461m. Our key 

work streams are Engineering Services, Technical Facilities 

Management, Systems Integration and Low Carbon Solutions. 

We are part of the EDF Group.  

In 2014 we published our CSR Strategy. This was designed to 

ensure that all our stakeholders understood our CSR objectives 

and the steps we are taking to achieve them. We committed 

to report our progress annually and this report provides that 

update.   

We have included a full list of objectives and our progress 

against them using a traffic light system in the Appendix. 

 

‘Our vision is to succeed 
by delivering a better 
experience to our clients, 
employees and supply 
chain. One way we can 
achieve this is by active 
participation in Corporate 
Social Responsibility. We 
continue to set ourselves 
targets that stretch us and 
encourage us to explore 
how we can use CSR 
to help improve the way 
we operate. Now we are 
part of the EDF Group we 
will start to align these 
objectives with theirs.’ 

Introduction
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There has been a reduction of 45% 
in the RIDDOR AFR  between 
2017 & 2019

5 Gold RoSPA Awards won across Imtech 
Engineering Services, Suir and Imtech Inviron  

5 WON AGAIN

9,460 hazard observations reported in 2019

CO2 per employee reduced by 31% since 2013

In addition to our community programmes, 
the company donations to charity increased to 
£132,000

2019
Headlines

Paul Kavanagh
CEO Imtech
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Our CSR publications can be downloaded from www.imtech.co.uk\CSR\CSR publications



We were pleased to see an improvement in our injury 

performance over the year. This reduction was achieved by 

implementing robust plans in 2018. Our overall RIDDOR rate 

(employees and sub-contractors) fell during the year from 0.18 

to 0.11 per 100,000 hours, which is significantly lower than 

the construction industry average, and our lost time injury rate 

fell to 0.24, a 16% reduction.

Lost time injuries (over one day) 
per 100,000 hours
Total includes sub-contractors

The main causes of injuries were:
n Slips, trips and falls – we have encouraged better   

 housekeeping, increased hazard reporting and more   

 proactive engagement with main contractors.

n Electrical incidents – we reviewed and updated   

 our Electrical Safe Working Procedure, competency of   

 Responsible persons and standardised our Arc flash   

 PPE across the group

Focus
Imtech Authorising Engineers and Appointed Persons 

attending an Arc Flash awareness and PPE presentation hosted 

by our PPE partners Tranemo.

Keeping 
people safe
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We put safety first at Imtech. We expect our employees, 
partners and supply chain to continuously maintain and 
improve on our high standards of health and safety.
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‘CSR is not a specific project or objective, it is 
measured in how a business impacts positively 
on the lives of employees and supply chain. 
Imtech are also committed to ensuring all 
our activities have a Zero Harm effect on the 
communities and the wider environment in 
which we operate in and where possible have a 
positive impact.’

Tom Prendergast
Group Environmental Health & Safety Director
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What we did? - In brief 

n  Production and launch of a completely new Electrical Safe Working Procedure. This defines the necessary controls   

 for managing electrical installations, from pre-energisation to handover.

n All Electrical Appointed Persons retrained to our new Group Standard.

n A new training facility was created and opened in our Nottingham office. This includes working mock-ups of   

 electrical panels and systems.

Electrical Training Facility in our 
Nottingham office
Imtech has recently opened and successfully delivered the first 

course at its new, in-house, innovative Electrical Safety Training 

Centre in Nottingham.

The centre of excellence has been created to enable Imtech 

personnel to undertake practical workshops and courses, 

including Electrical Safety Procedures, Safe Systems of Work 

and Inspection and Testing, in a safe environment and under 

close supervision. It also ensures a consistent approach to 

training is delivered.

The facility incorporates a selection of distribution and isolation 

devices to enable trainers to demonstrate varying scenarios 

that employees may encounter. This was achieved with support 

from our supply chain, who generously donated materials. 

In particular AF Switchgear, who supplied an electrical panel 

complete with vision panels and LED backlighting.

The first course, Low Voltage Authorised Person training, was 

developed in line with Imtech’s Low Voltage Electrical Safe 

Working Procedures and delivered by training partner, Site 

Electrical Services. The course was well received by all the 

attendees, who all gave positive feedback.

‘We are delighted to 
house this new facility 
in Nottingham and look 
forward to welcoming 
employees from across 
Imtech to experience 
it,’ commented Darron 
Littlehales, Managing 
Director, Imtech 
Engineering Services 
Central ‘It supports 
The Imtech Way, our 
programme to ensure 
consistency and 
continuous improvement 
across the business.’
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Colin Brunton
Operations Director, Imtech Engineering Services Central

‘We recognise the importance of engaging with our 
employees to ensure they understand our Safety 
First ethos. The Tool Box Talks competition hit the 
spot with our people and the ideas they came up 
with were fantastic.’

What we did
One of our H&S themes has been finding better ways of 
engaging people and making H&S more interesting.  
Here are a few examples:

Culture Surveys
In 2019 an Imtech Employee survey was carried out;

n 94% of all respondents felt that HSEQ was well managed and a priority in Imtech

n  97% of all respondents felt safe while carrying out their work in Imtech

n  96% of all respondents said that Imtech have an open culture when it comes to HSEQ reporting and investigation 



We continue to make huge strides in our mental health 

and wellbeing approach within Imtech. Our surveys and 

communications helps us to improve the support available for 

our colleagues.

We are also members of Mind, a charity that helps 

businesses to address mental health issues and have achieved 

the Workplace Wellbeing Index Award where we have 

demonstrated a benchmark of best policy and practice along 

with an implementation of a plan to raise awareness amongst 

our workforce.

Furthermore, we are proud to have successfully trained a 

number of our delivery teams in Mental Health First Aid to help 

raise mental health awareness amongst our workforce.

Employee Assistance Programme   
We launched a new Employee Assistance Programme, 

aligned to our parent company EDF. It is a free and 

confidential service, available 24/7 365 days per year, 

providing information, advice and support to all employees 

on a range of areas including careers, relationships and 

money.
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Caroline Burke
HSEQ Manager, Imtech Engineering Services, London & South Region

‘If you are concerned about someone, either 
because of things they are saying or doing, it can 
be difficult to know where to start a conversation 
about distress and suicidal thoughts, therefore it is 
important to seek advice at the appropriate time.’

What we did - 2019 Mental Health Initiative

Imtech SAWT Charter
The SAWT charter has been put together by the HSEQ 

team. We are committed to protecting the health, safety 

and wellbeing of everyone working within and on behalf 

of Imtech,our customers and the communities in which 

we work. We will do this in an environmentally sustainable 

manner.
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Chris Mayes, Senior Project Manager @ Battersea Power Station

We are committed to protecting the health, safety and wellbeing of everyone working within and on behalf of Imtech, 

our customers and the communities in which we work. We will do this in an environmentally sustainable manner.

We will ensure this by:

n We aim to achieve Zero Harm

n Always leading by example and with purpose, through our behaviours and values, sharing our passion    

 and vision with others

n Promote a culture that protects the wellbeing of everyone

n Providing robust, industry leading governance and assurance across all projects and services

n Providing guiding principles for others to follow in line with the Imtech Way

n Identifying and implementing sector best practice across the Group 

n Being open, inclusive and encouraging our people to challenge the norm

n Providing relevant, up to date information

n Being proactive, supporting the business in identifying risk, and introducing measures to mitigate those    

 risks in a timely manner

n Providing Support to the Senior Leadership Team.

Safety Assurance and 
Wellbeing Team Charter

Imtech SAWT Charter

Succeed by 
delivering 
a better 
experience

Caroline Burke
HSEQ Manager

Imtech Engineering 
Services London & South

George Dickson
HSEQ Manager

Imtech Engineering 
Services North

Matthew Haubus
Capula HSEQ Manager

(an Imtech company)

Tom Prendergast
HSEQ Director 

Imtech 
Engineering Services

Neil Marley
HSEQ Manager
Imtech Inviron

Liam Heffron
HSEQ Manager 

Imtech 
Engineering Services

David McGill
HSEQ Manager 

Imtech Engineering 
Services Central

Colum Costello
HSEQ Manager

Suir Engineering
(an Imtech company) 

Zero HarmHSEQ



Reducing CO2 footprint
One of our key objectives is to continuously reduce the average carbon footprint used by each employee and in 2019 we 

achieved an 11% reduction.

We believe that maintaining employee awareness of ways they can help reduce energy use will achieve a continuous 

reduction in our overall carbon footprint, whether this means encouraging employees to switch off lights, computers and 

printers in the office, utilise virtual meeting technology or implement more efficient driving techniques.

‘Imtech Inviron are committed along with the wider 
business to EDF group’s objective of ‘Helping 
Britain to achieve net zero’. Net zero is in response 
to climate science showing that in order to halt 
climate change, carbon emissions have to stop as 
reducing them is not sufficient.

Imtech Inviron are engaged in many initiatives and 
projects that are aligned with this commitment from 
promoting such things as green fleet alternatives, to 
achieving zero waste to landfill.’

Neil Marley
QSHE Director, Imtech Inviron

A responsible 
organisation
We want to minimise our environmental impact and we 
recognise that we can measure, manage and reduce our carbon 
footprint through the promotion of good environmental practice.

Our programme of improvement includes design, procurement, projects, offices and the vehicle fleet. We aim to engage our 

employees and are developing better ways to do this.
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Landfill
27.1%

2019

Recycle & Re-use
72.9%

Waste Management
Our waste varies according to our contract mix and in 2019 

our waste increased by 7% to 631 tonnes. Our proportion 

sent to landfill fell to 27.1% (2016: 36.8%) and our recycled 

amount rose to 72.9% 

Waste disposal routes
We measure waste where we have a contract for 

its disposal.

An efficient fleet
In terms of Imtech Inviron and the wider group in 2020 we will 

be looking to introduce some traction with our teams assisting 

Podpoint with a national electric charger roll out programme 

across the entire EDF portfolio. In 2020 Imtech Inviron hope to 

install a total of over 100 bays with further planned for 2021.

The installing of these charging points and the increase in 

number of Electric Vehicles within the working fleet of company 

vans and cars is making an important contribution towards 

reducing our carbon emissions in the UK and is aligned with our 

client move towards its goal of ‘Helping Britain to achieve net 

zero’.



Capula (an Imtech company)
STEM team involved in engineering 
project in schools   
A team of Capula STEM ambassadors were  involved in an 

initiative aimed at bringing engineering subjects to life in the 

classroom in an exciting project that involved building real-

life robots.

The 10 month Young Engineer of the Year initiative (YEOTY) 

utilised the excitement of robotics to provide education in 

design, art, electronics, hydraulics and engineering, with the 

aim of helping to inspire the next generation of technology-

led engineers. The STEM team from Capula, an Imtech 

company, paired with local school, Painsley Catholic College 

and the project involved designing and building two real-life 

robots.

In the end two robots went head-to-head in a semi-final 

‘battle’ with robots from other participating schools in a 

Robot Rivalry competition in March 2019 and the winning 

robot progressed to the finals on 1st July. 

'We were delighted to be involved in the challenge. 

This initiative helps pupils develop valuable, real-world 

engineering experience, giving them some insight into 

careers in engineering', commented Steve Tellwright, HR 

Director. 'Our STEM ambassadors really enjoyed interacting 

with the pupils too and it’s rewarding to see how 

enthusiastic the children are, and to see their skills improving 

as the project unfolds.' 

Capula provided financial and resource support to the 

school as part of the initiative led by Staffordshire based 

sheet metal fabricators KMF and UK creative-engineering 

consultancy firm Robo Challenge. YEOTY has reached more 

than 25,000 pupils and invested more than £625,000 to in 

the encouragement of students in to STEM subjects.
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What we did in Capula
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Capula junior engineer shortlisted 
for nuclear industry award
Junior Electrical Engineer, Simon Mitchell was shortlisted for 

a National Skills Academy Nuclear (NSAN) award aimed at 

recognising the achievements of exceptional individuals who 

have chosen careers associated within the nuclear industry, 

with a view to encouraging others to enter this field. 

Simon was one of 4 finalists in the UK Nuclear STEM 

Ambassador category, one of 10 categories, with the winners 

announced at a prestigious awards ceremony that took place 

in Manchester on 21st March 2019.

Simon had been involved in a range of different STEM 

activities aimed at engaging with pupils from local schools 

to inform them about careers in engineering and the Young 

Engineer of the Year (YEOTY) project has been by far the most 

challenging of these activities. This involved Simon working 

with children from the Discovery Academy in Staffordshire to 

build an electric race car from start to finish that was capable 

of being raced on a racetrack on a final ‘track day’ activity, 

where lots of other schools joined together to compete for a 

day.

'I really enjoy working with the children from the local schools 

and hope that my enthusiasm for engineering will have 

a positive influence on them', said Simon.' As the YEOTY 

challenge got underway we worked together to problem-solve 

and overcome lots of small technical hurdles together and I 

saw the children’s confidence grow and grow. I’m proud to 

have assisted with building the model car over the last few 

months and we had a really exciting day out when the car was 

unveiled on the racetrack.'



Dave Winkler
HR Director, Imtech Inviron

‘We want the right people in the right jobs. We 
recognise the importance of the talent we have 
within our business and ensure employees are 
offered opportunities to develop their careers, 
should they wish to.’

Investing in 
our people

Annual Leadership Conference
Our 2019 Annual Leadership conference brought together over 

100 of Imtech’s senior leaders, along with colleagues from EDF 

and Dalkia. The event provided an update on our strategy and 

continuous improvement programme the Imtech Way, along 

with our plans for learning and development investment. It was 

also a great opportunity for people from across our business to 

interact and network with each other.

A key element of our CSR objectives is ensuring our people are 
happy, healthy and understand the part they play within the 
business. We want them to have an exciting, challenging career 
within our business and the construction industry.

What we did
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Continued investment in the future
During 2019 our existing trainees and apprentices have 

continued to gain both on and off the job experience and 

training.  

In the UK the apprenticeship levy is now fully committed 

with 170 trainees and apprentices studying 1 to 5 year 

programmes which include Electrical Engineering and 

Systems Engineering in Capula, Maintenance technician 

training in Inviron and a range of Building Services 

installation, Engineering and Commercial programmes in 

Engineering Services. New apprentices and trainees joined 

all our businesses in the Autumn including a first Quantity 

Surveyor in Inviron. In Suir Engineering significant numbers 

of apprentices continue to work with Suir projects gaining 

valuable experience.

Additionally a range of experienced staff are also utilising the 

apprenticeship levy to gain further learning and qualifications 

including within finance and in managerial roles.



Group 2019 HSE Objectives
Objective Performance Target Progress Notes
1. Review Control Of Hazardous  
 Energy procedures

Introduce new safe working practices 
and controls to minimise the exposure 
of employees to hazardous energy- 
Mechanical and Electrical

Completed

2. Improve Health Programme – key  
	 requirements	to	be	defined-	focus		
 on mental health

Finalise and agree Imtech Group health 
strategy
Each BU to develop plan to close gaps

Completed

3. Dust Mitigation and monitoring  
 across

Minimise exposure of employees and 
our agency workers to dust.
Ensure we are meeting our duty of care 
re sub-contractors

Partially completed. Ongoing measuring and 
monitoring taking place

4. Improve knowledge of site waste  
 and waste material and identify  
 how we can reduce waste and  
 save money

Each BU to prepare a plan to assess
Waste sent for disposal
Material waste not covered above (e.g. 
damaged or over ordered equipment)
Actions to move waste up the waste 
hierarchy

Improved reporting structures now in place. 
Policy to reduce waste/ packaging at source 
now in place 

5.	Review	Specifications	of	Agency		
 Worker Supply companies

Identify Key competencies required by 
each BU in relation to agency workers
 Improve Safety Culture with in Agency 
worker cohort

Completed

CSR Strategy Update 2020
1. Health, Safety & Well Being
We are committed to maintaining and continuously improving standards of occupational 
health	and	safety	for	all	our	employees,	subcontractors	and	those	affected	by	our	activities	
including the public. 
Objective Performance Measure
Integrated Management System across group to be developed Maintain OHSAS 45001

Implement leadership behaviours through our behavioural 
Safety programme- Changing Gear

Currently developed for rollout in Q1 2021

Senior managers to complete formal IOSH Safety Programmes This to be completed by Q4 2020

Digitisation of HSE Management system and KPI tracking Hazard Alert app developed, accident and incident reporting 
module being developed

Understand our workforce attitude in the current pandemic 
through culture surveys

Culture survey scores

Reduce group incident/ injury rates LTI AFR per 100,000 hours worked (employees)

2. Health, Safety & Well Being
We expect the performance of our partners and suppliers to be at least comparable to 
ours.
Objective Performance Measure
Ensure a consistent and proactive approach to sub-contractor 
management 

Include sub-contractors in relevant HSEQ  behavioural 
programmes

LTI AFR per 100,000 hours worked (sub-contractors)

3. Sustainability
We take all reasonable steps to manage our operations so as to minimise our 
environmental impact, understand, measure and manage our carbon footprint and 
promote good environmental practice.  
Objective Performance Measure
Integrated Management System across group to be developed Maintain ISO 14001

Reduce	carbon	footprint	in	offices	and	
reduce	fleet	/	car	carbon	footprint	per	km

Reduce carbon footprint (tonne CO2e per full time equivalent)

Manage our waste so we reduce the overall tonnage and move 
it up the waste hierarchy

Waste Data 
Case studies 

Digitisation of HSE Management system and KPI tracking Hazard Alert app developed, accident and incident reporting 
module being developed

Increase awareness with employees and other stakeholders and 
use best practice from EDF group

Number of active Sustainability Teams  
Number of internal bulletins and external reports

4. Our customers and supply chain
We work in partnership with our customers and supply chain to deliver quality projects on 
time, safely and with due regard to the environment. 
 
We will work with our supply chain to maximise value to all partners.  
Objective Performance Measure
Improve	construction	techniques	such	as	off-site	pre-
fabrication and lean management

Implementation of Imtech way

Implement our Sustainable Procurement Policy Focus on eco-cabins, recycled content of materials, green 
energy, vehicle CO2/km and paper

Implement the Imtech Code of Sustainable Supply, which 
covers key issues such as labour rights, H&S, sustainability 
and ethics

% framework contracts signed up to the Code of Sustainable 
Supply

5. Our customers and supply chain
We will work with and support our customers in developing sustainable solutions to meet 
their needs. 
Objective Performance Measure
Ensure innovation and technological solutions are shared 
within	the	business	and	offered	to	clients.

Use best practice from our sister company Breathe



TWENTY
20 Kingston Road
Staines-upon-Thames
Middlesex
TW18 4LG     
T +44 (0)1784 411 600

Capula team supports Race for Life
Ten Capula employees took part in a local 5K Race for Life 

event on 4th June in aid of Cancer Research UK and they 

managed to exceed their fundraising target by raising nearly 

£1000 for the charity!

The team, who called themselves team ‘Happy Feet’, joined 

around 2000 fellow fundraisers at the event in Trentham 

Gardens in Staffordshire which collectively raised over 

£75,000 for the charity. Capula supported team Happy Feet 

by donating the raffle funds from its recent 50th anniversary 

celebratory event in May.

One member of the team, Katie Henshall, a Bid Writer in 

Capula’s Nuclear department showed true commitment by 

taking part in the event remotely. Katie ran the 5K from her 

last minute holiday destination in Bulgaria, despite being 

diagnosed with acute tonsillitis!

Capula regularly supports various local charities, and is 

also sponsoring the Fiddlers Ferry power station annual 

golf tournament on 11th July, which raises funds for three 

community charities at the power station where Capula has 

installed various control solutions at its base in Warrington, 

Cheshire.

Julie Wheeler
Group Communications 
Manager

Tom Prendergast
Group Environmental 
Health & Safety Director

For more information please contact Imtech

Imtech.co.uk

Giving back
Our employees are always keen to help others and 
we encourage active participation in local projects, 
charities and events that will help them make a 
positive contribution to the community.

What we did

£132,000 
raised for 

charity 
in 2019


